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President of Ghana discusses business links
Opportunities for increased trade in west Africa are on the table next week as the president of Ghana
visits Aberdeen.
His Excellency President John Dramani Mahama is meeting with local businesses on Friday, March
18, at a forum organised by Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce at the AECC.
Ghana is considered one of the more stable countries in West Africa since its transition to multi-party
democracy in 1992.
Oil and natural gas production are both expected to increase within the next five years with the start of
new offshore projects. Ghana exports its crude oil production to international markets, while its natural
gas production is used to fuel its domestic power plants.
Four ministers are accompanying him on the trip – the Minister of Foreign Affairs & Regional
Integration Hanna Tetteh, the Minister of Trade & Industry Dr Ekwow Spio-Garbrah, the Minister of
Petroleum Emmanuel Armah-Kofi Buah and the Minister of Education Prof. Naana Jane OpokuAgyemang.
Chief executive of the Chamber Russell Borthwick said there were many opportunities in the former
British colony.
“As an emerging oil and gas location, opportunities exist in virtually every area of the petroleum sector
in the country, both upstream and downstream, and Ghana’s energy sector has expanded
considerably after the discovery of the Jubilee oil field in 2007.
“Our world-renowned expertise is exportable, and we have solid experience in assisting partners in
less mature basins around the globe.
“But the opportunities aren’t restricted to the oil and gas industry.
“There are considerable projects for the construction, agriculture and fishery industries as well as the
health and education sectors.
“We are looking forward to welcoming President Mahama and discussing how best we can share our
region’s unrivalled knowledge, innovation and technology.”
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Further details of the forum can be seen on the Chamber’s website at
http://www.agcc.co.uk/event/2190A63B-35D2-4F14-90B5-BF81D32AAF07



Mr Mahama, as vice-president, assumed the presidency in July 2012 following the sudden death
of John Atta Mills. He went on to win his first mandate in the December 2012 presidential election.
Following a smooth transition to power, Mr Mahama had been expected to bring a firm hand to
Ghana's fast growing economy but his term in office has been blighted by lower than expected
growth, spiralling public debt and a worsening energy crisis.
Despite these economic challenges, in November 2015 Ghana's governing National Democratic
Congress (NDC) overwhelmingly endorsed Mr Mahama's bid for a second term ahead of
presidential elections in 2016.



Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce (AGCC) is North-east Scotland's leading private
sector, member-focused, business organisation. The Chamber represents more than 1,300
businesses with almost 130,000 employees in the private sector covering all industry sectors,
ranging in size from sole traders to multi-national corporations.
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